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Hello Arizona Women’s Partnership,
On behalf of the Control Alt Delete board and the survivors your donation has and will impact; I
want to say thank you for your generosity and commitment. Your $1000 donation was used to help
Arizona women escape domestic abuse. Control Alt Delete works closely with Victim Advocates,
prosecutor offices and crisis response teams to help at the most vulnerable time; as Survivors
escape. By providing one time assistance to remove the barriers that keep Survivors in unsafe
domestic violence situations we are working to create a Society of Survivors. Think about that and
the impact your generosity has had.
These women, each and every one of them are safe because of your generosity. You may never
meet any of the Survivors you have helped but they will never forget each and every one of you
that made their escapes possible. Think of the ripple effect this will have now and for years to
come.
The funding was used specifically for fuel to help women in Arizona escape with their children and pets.
Gas card being the most needed of services we provide.
You helped with 66 escapes from domestic violence that included 66 women, 128 children and 37 pets. 3 of
these escapes were women that are Veterans and another 3 were female senior citizens.
Control Alt Delete does not track ethnicity, race, religion or any other demographics as we believe that
everyone should have the ability to escape and none of that information is relevant in getting them to
safety.
In the 66 escapes you helped facilitate 99% have NOT returned to their abuser. They have used this
opportunity to live a life free of abuse and trauma.
Your generosity is literally saving lives,

Laura Pahules
Laura Pahules
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